
7th Grade Summer Reading 2022!
(6th entering 7th Honors English)

All Honors Elyria Middle School Students are expected to read one book of your choice over
the summer as your Summer 2022 reading assignment. The list below offers examples of the
quality text expected of your selected book.

Please come to class in August with the aoorooriate text completely read and be ready to discuss, write, and
analyze. Be sure to brine your book on the first dav of school.

While reading, please think of THEME, CONFLICT, LITERARY ELEMENTS, MOTIFS, CHARACTERIZATION, and
PLOT. These are items you will address when you start school.

6th to 7th Honors English: List of example books

Murder Is Bad Manners by Robin Stevens
What It's About: In 1930s Hong Kong, a Chinese Anglophile sends his 13-year-old daughter Hazel
Wong to boarding school in England. When she arrives at the perpetually dark and damp Deepdean
School for Girls, Hazel is in awe of the young (and mean) English girls she meets. Still, she connects
with plucky and beautiful Daisy Wells, who asks Hazel to be the Watson to her Holmes. There's not
much sleuthing for the girls to do until Hazel discovers the dead body of the science mistress - but by
the time Hazel runs back with Daisy, the body has mysteriously disappeared.

The Family Romanov by Candace Fleming
What It's About: Award-winning children's author Candace Fleming captures the final years of the
Romanov dynasty in Russia. Czar Nicholas II isn't prepared to step up and lead his vast empire. An
intensely personal man, Nicholas is better suited to family life with his German and English wife
Alexandra (a granddaughter of Queen Victoria) and their five children: four girls and one sickly son.
As revolutionaries gain ground and WWI approaches, it becomes clear that the Czar and his family
are headed toward doom.

Finding Audrey by Sophie Kinsella
What It's About: Fourteen-year-old Audrey struggles with severe anxiety stemming from unspecified
school bullying. She is under a doctor's care and making slow but steady progress, but things
significantly change when Audrey meets her brother's online gaming friend, Linus. Despite her social
anxiety, Audrey finds it easy to talk to Linus, and their friendship eventually turns into a sweet
romance.

/ Will Always Write Back: How One Letter Changed Two Lives by Martin Canada and Caitlin
Alifrenka

What It's About: In 1997, 12-year-old American middle schooler Caitlin and 14-year-old Zimbabwean
Martin are paired as pen pals through their schools. At first, Caitlin sends photos and trinkets and
asks for the same, not realizing the depths of poverty in which Martin lives. Eventually Caitlin and her
family start to send financial support to Martin, and their international friendship forever changes each
of their lives.

An Ember in the Ashes by Sabaa Tahir
What It's About: This dual-narrative fantasy follows two characters in an alternate universe with a
strict caste system: Laia is a Scholar (the oppressed class), and Elias is an elite military student for



the Empire. After Laia's brother is arrested, she joins a resistance movement that places her as a
slave at the military academy where Elias is a rising star. Despite their differences, the slave and the
soldier have more in common than they care to admit, and together they could start a revolution.

/'// Give You the Sun by Jandy Nelson
What It's About: Thirteen-year-old Noah and his twin sister Jude are inseparable until their art-critic
mom announces that their dearly departed grandmother's ghost wants them to apply to a local arts
high school. The competition for their mom's approval coupled with an unexpected, catastrophic loss
leads to three years of drifting apart, finding love, and discovering whom they want to be as artists,
siblings, and people.

Final Four by Paul Volponi
What It's About: The story is about two teams, the Michigan State Spartans and the underdog Troy
University Trojans, which have gone through the NCAA tournament and have been matched up in
one of the Final Four games in which the winner faces the winner of the North Carolina/Duke game in
the NCAA tournament championship game. The story switches off the different perspectives between
the four main characters; Malcolm, Roko, Crispin, and Michael. They go back and forth and it takes
you through their stories of how they got there and what each character has been through to finally
get to the Final Four basketball game.

The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman
What's it about: On the night Jack murders a family in their beds, their toddler runs out into the night,
pursued by the murderer, and finds his way into a cemetery. The ghosts there chase away the
murderer and, after much argument, decide to raise the boy. They name him Nobody, Bod for short.
As long as Bad stays in the cemetery they can protect him from Jack, who is still searching for him.
But a growing boy, even one who is granted the Freedom of the Graveyard, eventually needs contact
with the living world -- and it is the world of the living that holds the most danger for Bod.

All American Boy by Jason Reynolds and Brendan Kiely
What's it about: Rashad and Quinn are teens living in the shadows of both of their fathers'
reputations and expectations when one night changes them both forever. Each boy must decide what
kind of life he will live going forward, as the shock waves of a police beating shake them and
everyone around them to the core.

Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
What's it about: In the future, the U. S. is gone. In its place is Panem, in which the city of Capitol,
somewhere in the Rockies, rules over 12 rebellious districts. To maintain an iron grip, the Capitol
holds an annual televised reality show, a lethal form of Survivor to which each district must send one
boy and one girl. Out of these 24 teens, only one will survive. Katniss, who volunteers to take her
sister's place, and Peeta are District 12's competitors, but their competition is complicated by Peeta's
announcement that he is in love with Katniss.

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone by J.K. Rowling
What's it about: Harry's magical parents were killed by the evil wizard Voldemort when he was just a
baby. Miraculously, he survived with only a lightning-bolt scar as a mysterious reminder. Harry is
taken to live with his nasty relatives - muggles, or non-wizards - who hide the truth about his
parents. Ten miserable years later, he gets a visit from a genial half-giant named Hagrid with an
invitation to study at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. At the school, Harry makes friends,
fights trolls, learns how to play the fantastic aerial school sport, Quidditah, and uncovers a



three-headed dog that guards a secret. Meanwhile, he must contend with Professor Snape, who
hates him, and Draco Malfoy, a bratty student. When a mystery arises about the Sorcerer's Stone,
which is supposed to possess the powers of immortality, Harry discovers that Voldemort is trying to
steal it so he can regain his powers.

Among the Hidden by Margaret Peterson Haddix
What's it about: In the not-so-distant future, overpopulation has led to draconian laws limiting
families to no more than two children, and Population Police ruthlessly enforce the law. Thus Luke,
his family's third child, has lived his entire life in hiding, and now that a new development is being built
on the edge of his family's land, he can't even go into the yard anymore, nor can he go into rooms
with windows, as the neighbors grow suspicious if the shades are pulled all the time.

This miserable, isolated existence is interrupted when he discovers another shadow child living in a
nearby house, and risks his and his family's lives to meet her. But this other shadow, Jen, child of an
official with the Population Police, is less passive about her situation - she is organizing a protest
march to try to free the shadow children.

The Ualies by Scott Westerfeld
What's it about: Tally has grown up in a post-apocalyptic world where, at age 16, everyone is given
an operation that makes their faces and bodies perfect. Before the operation they are known as
"uglies" and after as "pretties. " After the operation they [ive in New Pretty Town, enjoying a life of
constant partying and pleasure. Tally can't wait. Shortly before her 16th birthday she befriends Shay,
who tells her about the Smoke, a secret community of those who refuse the operation. When Shay
runs away to join the Smoke, Tally is given a choice by the Specials, the secret police: Help them find
the Smoke and betray her friend, or remain an ugly forever.

A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L'Engle
What's it about: In A WRINKLE IN TIME, Meg's father, an eminent physicist, has been missing for
two years. One night a strange old woman, Mrs. Whatsit, appears, "blown off course" while she, along
with Mrs. Who and Mrs. Which, was tessering, or taking a shortcut through time and space. They take
Meg, her little brother Charles Wallace, and their new friend Calvin, to rescue Dr. Murry, who is a
prisoner on a planet ruled by IT, a giant pulsating brain that controls the minds of everyone on the
planet. Charles Wallace also falls under IT'S control, and when Meg finds her father, she discovers
that he is not the invincible protector she thought he was. She must not only come to terms with this
realization, but find a way to rescue them both.


